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Most of the greatest song ideas and insights dawn on you at the absolutely inappropriate and inconvenient time, that you easily
forget them later, as you have no chance to gather them together and work it through later. But now, your inspiration won't have
to wait anymore with Song Writer! This app is specially designed for those who get a lot of fresh ideas spontaneously and need
them to be properly sorted out! You've got a melody in your head? Record a voice memo! Got any idea of lyrics? Write it down

in the notebook! Don't let any idea of yours get lost!

Song Writer Features

Catch the inspiration and create with Song Writer
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I think my Note Editor and Audio Recorder does a much better job than this.

You can't mark where your verse, chorus, bridge, etc. begins, you can't select text or a line to delete it by double or triple
clicking, you can't hear the chords you are placing, you can't use more complicated chords, you don't have a proper help file...

Otherwise, it's just a bare bones product. Not until a few more patches later, if they do, I will return to change my review.. The
app seemed promising and it definitely has some good elements, however my 3 hours of using it showed some lacks that made
me decide to not use it anymore. I am happy it was cheap, otherwise I would have been furious...

So the deal breakers:

1. No undo. I wanted to delete a chord, but accidently had my entire text marked, so it all got deleted, I pushed ctrl+z and
nothing happened. I looked for an undo button somewhere, but it didn't exist and I realized all my work was gone forever.
Really upsetting. This is why I decided to not use it ever again, as that is a complete waste of the time I spend on it.

2. I play the ukulele, so my songs are pretty fast - still the settings will not allow me to turn down the speed of the text enough to
be able to keep up, when using that function. No point in having a function if its useless.

3. No export option. Why bother writing it in this program, if I still have to write it in another one, to print or share it?

4. Only the most common chords are available, the rest I suppose would have to go in as text, but then I would prefer doing the
whole thing in Word... Very sad because I really liked being able to move the chords around easily.

Other than that I have two suggestions.

1. Instead of spending 50% of the screen on the book skin, give the user sufficient room to work on. Usability over looks.

2. Change the bar where the user picks up the chords - it is a pain having to scroll back and forward. Maybe allow the user to
mark the ones they need for the song and make just those available, in a way that doesn't require any scrolling.
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